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Cultured Meat Start-Up “DiverseFarm” selected as semi-

finalist at XPRIZE “Feed the Next Billion” competition 

 

〜 A Japanese Michelin Starred Restaurant challenge world scale development 

competition to solve food shortage〜 

 

DiverseFarm Corporation (HQ:Osaka Japan, CEO; Jiro(Joe) Ono) was selected as semi-finalist for Feed the Next 

Billion competition hosted by XPRIZE foundation. 

 

XPRIZE Feed the Next Billion is a $15M, competition that incentives teams to produce structured chicken or fish fillet 

alternatives that replicate or outperform conventional chicken and fish in taste, cost, environment sustainability, access, 

and nutrition.  Total Prize is US$15M, and 28 teams including DivreseFarm were selected as semi-finalists out of nearly 

300 applicants.  Each semi-finalist team will receiver about US$16,000.  Semi-final will be held on September 

2022,which requires each team to demonstrate actual cultured meat and top 10 team will move to Final, which is March 

2024. 

 

 DiverseFarm is founded by two co-founders.  One is Masaharu Shimamura, owner chef of Japanese Cuisine Restaurant 

“Unkaku”(Osaka,Japan), which won Michelin star for 7 years in a row.  Another is Jiro (Joe) Ono, CEO of Bio-Tech 

Start-up TissueByNet Corp.(Tokyo Japan).  Our mission is to “Save the Earth and lives with Cultured Meat” by utilizing 

Medical Biotechnology. 

  

 Due to increasing world population, there are food crisis risk, especially in meat.  As a owner of Japanese Cuisine 

Restaurant, quality meat supply is bottom line.   

We use newly developed technology which enabled 100% cellular block with living cells.  This technology was originally 

developed to fabricate artificial organs, and animal cell can be used as well.  With this technology, we can design meat 

with size, hardness, amount of fat, amino-acid etc.  Whole procedure is completed aseptic which eliminate food poisoning 

and shelf life will be a lot longer.  Also, there are no effect from virus neither. 

Our approach does not use gene-editing nor stem cell, which long time effects is still unknown.  Also, we need 

continuous supply of original cells from existing farmers.  Our goal is to prosper together with existing farmers for 

sustainable meat industry. 

 

Cultured meat is not approved in Japan and rule making is under the way among relating authorities.  We hope to 

start supply at the earliest timing. 

 

 



【URL】http://www.diversefarm.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

【About DiverseFarm Corporation】 

HQ:〒530-0043 １-18-17 Tenma, Kita-Ku, Osaka-City, Osaka Japan 

CEO:Jiro Ono 

Founded：2020/Sept 

URL：www.diversefarm.com 

Business：Cultured meat development, manufacture and sales 

 

【Contact】 

Diversefarm, CEO Jiro(Joe)Ono 

e-mail：jiro.ono@diversefarm.com 

 

【ABOUT XPRIZE】 

XPRIZE is a global future-positive movement of over 1M people and rising, delivering truly radical breakthroughs for the 

benefit of humanity. XPRIZE inspires and empowers a global community of problem-solvers to positively impact our 

world by crowdsourcing solutions  through large-scale competitions, tackling the world’s grandest challenges in 

exploration, environment and human equity. Active competitions include the $100 Million XPRIZE Carbon Removal with 

Elon Musk, $20 Million NRG COSIA Carbon XPRIZE, $15 Million XPRIZE Feed the Next Billion, $10 Million XPRIZE 

Rainforest, $10 Million ANA Avatar XPRIZE, $5 Million IBM Watson AI XPRIZE, $5 Million XPRIZE Rapid Reskilling and 

$1 Million Digital Learning Challenge. Donate, sign up or join a team at xprize.org. 

 

【ABOUT XPRIZE FEED THE NEXT BILLION】 

XPRIZE Feed the Next Billion is a $15M, competition that incentives teams to produce structured chicken or fish fillet 

alternatives that replicate or outperform conventional chicken and fish in taste, cost, environment sustainability, access, 

and nutrition.  These alternatives will provide a more environmentally sustainable path to meeting emerging markets’ 

demand for high-protein products, human health, and animal welfare.  While there is currently some activity to create 

ground meat alternatives such as burgers, chicken nuggets, and ground fish, more work is needed to produce structured, 

nutritious, affordable, and versatile alternative chicken and fish products that are capable of competing with conventional 

animal-based products. 

 


